Non-immunoglobulin scaffold proteins: Precision tools for studying protein-protein interactions in cancer.
Cancer is frequently characterised by dysregulation of the cellular signalling processes that govern proliferation, survival and attachment. Understanding such dysregulation continues to present a challenge given the importance of protein-protein interactions in intracellular processes. Exploring this protein-protein interactome requires novel tools capable of discriminating between highly homologous proteins, individual domains and post-translational modifications. This review examines the potential of scaffold-based binding proteins to fulfil these requirements. It also explores protein-protein interactions in the context of intracellular signalling pathways and cancer, and demonstrates the uses of scaffold proteins as functional moderators, biosensors and imaging reagents. This review also highlights the timeliness and potential to develop international consortia to develop and validate highly specific "proteome" scaffold-based binding protein reagents with the ultimate aim of developing screening tools for studying the interactome.